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Brown patch: The Achilles heel of fescue
Randy James
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or all the praises of tall fescue,
it seems with plants just as people, everyone has a weakness
and even fescue must fess up to its
vulnerabilities.
So, while the onset of summer is
a welcomed event for
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companies; fescue,
all other cool season
grasses and my dogs
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are less than thrilled.
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patch fungus known
in the obscure world of plant pathology as Rhizoctonia solani.
Now when saying “arrival,” that’s
really not accurate as the disease has
likely been hiding in your lawn all
along (sometimes years). It’s been
waiting for the right conditions
to attack, specifically hiding in a
structure called a schlerotia, which
is a hard pack of fungal hyphae lying
near soil level (think of a piece of
peppercorn packed full of cotton).
This sci-fi black, hardened cotton
ball will send out strands of the fungus and infect individual leaf-blade
cells when all systems are go. The
rule of thumb we use for a looming infection is when conditions
are moist, and any combination of
day and night temperatures added
together approach 150 degrees, (ex.:
day time temperature of 85 degrees

These fescue leaf blades have brown patch
lesions and schlerotia (black specks).

and night temperature of 70 degrees).
Now with all that bad news, the
good news is that brown patch is
generally a cosmetic disease. That is,
while it does kill blades of grass that
coalesce into unsightly patches, it
doesn’t typically kill the grass crown-
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meaning that when the weather cools
in the fall, the lawn usually recovers.
I understand this is of little comfort when your lawn goes from
looking like the turf in Bill Snyder
Family Stadium to the equivalent of
a lawn with chicken pox on center
stage for all the neighbors to see. But
we should remind ourselves that the
stadium grass isn’t real, while our
lawns are living, breathing organisms
in a constant biological battle with
a whole host of enemies. Even I am
guilty of forgetting this in my pursuit
of the perfect landscape.
That said, to even the score there
are fungicides available for protection and we treat many of our clients’
yards every year. Unfortunately, it
requires multiple applications and
the chemical companies are proud of
their products, so the treatments are
not cheap.
In terms of cultural practices,
the best advice is to minimize the
number of hours the leaf blade stays
wet during this time of the year, so
morning watering is preferred to
night irrigation.
I guess in the end it seems the customization of an adage applies here:
It’s nature’s world and we are just
passing through. I suppose we should
just enjoy the summer; chicken pox
lawns and all.
For more information about
Growing Concerns and our
residential landscape management
services, visit our website at
www.growingconcerns.com
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